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f contracting officer Ft. Sill - (not clear) Hommely*. from Cache Publie*. School •-- Earl Yeagerfrom Ft". Sill ^Indian School -- Victor Palmer,

f

- ^Job Cor/ps — put Sahiriaunt, Indian co-ordinator. of this'county -- (give us
your title too) Ace Sahmsunt, Community Action program — So this you have;
. heard is my field,,you can tel!\ from. the way I ta2£, I feel pretty4 strongly
• about it and I would like to*hear from some of you all as to what, pou think A .
the possibilities are for something like this' — whether or not you want to
^get together and follow up an organization like 'this. I think is one of the
things that we have to fee concerned about is, getting all enthused and trying
°$a»c"6me together a couple of times batting, our heads against* the wall and
giving up. If we're gonna do this, I think probably we ough^ to just to forget about organizing,' This is one of^the things that interferes with all
of these organizations at this.time. We need some objectives and goals aHd
want to decide just exactly what *we want'to do — how we want to do it -- •
not only have one way," but have alternatives how we want" to do this. And
I believe — we've got the intelligence and potential there that can accomplish quite a lot if we make up our mind to. This'7 is i—

Blackerby, -

sB|>. works out at Ft. Sill in the finance division -- we just got through introducing ourselves here, so — (background conversation) I think this pretty
* well covers what we had in mind. We said ^e wbuld talk .about this for a
long time and we decided to quit talking and see what we could do,,but the
ohing that I see in this kind" of a organization is- that it will -give the
Indian people, I think a little bit of incentive in the fact that this organization vrill be someone that they can look.and see that there is someone
behind, them rather than giving them instructions and then they can go their
~wn •my. Because you know as well as I do that for'some reason, an Indian .
has to be psodded just a little and we feel like this is where we can help.

